A RECONSIDERATION OF SHAMGAR BEN ANATH (JUDG 3:31 AND 5:6)

The identity of Shamgar ben Anath has been a puzzle for a long time, due in part to the brevity and paucity of references to him in the OT. The name Shamgar, which is non-Semitic, is best understood as Hurrian in origin, but the second part of the name, ben Anath, is clearly Semitic. It is usually taken to indicate his place of origin, viz., Beth Anath (or one of several other locations which have Anath as a constituent part of the name).

It is suggested, however, that ben Anath is a military name or title — a suggestion which would not be out of harmony with the military contexts of both appearances of the name in Judges. There are three lines of evidence which may be followed briefly to give strength to the suggestion, employing data from Ras Shamra, Egypt, and Mari respectively.

(1) Ras Shamra. The name bn.CNT occurs in a number of Ugaritic lists, but unfortunately the contexts do not permit any speculation as to its significance. The significant evidence, however, comes from the role of the goddess Anat in the Ugaritic mythological texts. There she has various functions, and one of her prime functions is that of warrior goddess. The enigmatic text CTA 3 B (UT NNT II), in which Anat engages in a veritable orgy of blood letting, has been variously interpreted; but part of the purpose of the passage may be simply to introduce Anat into the epic cycle in her true character. Her character in this passage anticipates her subsequent warlike role against the enemies of Baal. Presumably the character of Anat in the mythological cycle is indicative of her role in the cult. Although little is known of the religious character of warfare in Ugarit, Anat probably functioned not only as a fertility goddess, but also as a warrior goddess. The expression bn.CNT, then, may be either a name of a military family or a military title or epithet, based on the warlike character of the goddess.

(2) Egypt. The general character of Anat adduced from the Ugaritic texts can be strengthened by references to the goddess in Egypt. There she appears in both historical and magical texts as a goddess of war. To take only one example, she is a goddess sup-

1 B. Maisler, "Shamgar ben cAnat," PEQ 66 (1934) 192-94. The name appears in several Nuzi texts.
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porting Ramses II in his military activities, particularly when those activities extend into Asia. The Egyptian data give some support to the interpretation of Anat’s Canaanite role as a warrior goddess.

(3) Mari. The third line of evidence is of a different kind from that adduced above. Among several groups of people known from the Mari texts are the Ḫaneans; they are a semi-nomadic people roaming throughout the kingdom of Mari and are known also in Alalakh (IV). The Ḫaneans recognized the authority of the king of Mari and on several occasions provided him with large contingents of military troops. The point of interest, in this context, relates to the significance of the name of the people. It is possible that the term Ḫanean associates the people with the city of Ḥanat, some distance to the south of Mari. Ḥanat was apparently a cult-center for the goddess Anat, as is indicated by the use of the semantic divine determinative in the spelling of its name. In summary, the Ḫaneans are probably to be associated with a cult-center of Anat, the warrior goddess, and were regularly employed for military purposes in the kingdom of Mari. Further, there was probably a Hurrian element included in the various peoples described as Ḫaneans.

It is tempting, but probably unwarranted, to suggest that Shamgar was a mercenary with Hurrian/Ḥanean origins. A more cautious approach would simply be to posit the Mari evidence as an analogy. Just as the Ḫaneans, associated with Anat, were often engaged as mercenary soldiers in warfare, perhaps also Shamgar ben Anath was a mercenary. With the title or epithet bn.ʾnt, he would have been closely associated with the warrior goddess Anat.

Reference might also be made to the warrior role of Ishtar in the Mesopotamian texts; Ishtar parallels Anat in many of her functions.

The identification of the Ḫaneans with Ḥanat has been disputed by I. J. Gelb ("The Early History of the West Semitic Peoples," JCS 15 [1961] 27-47), partly on the ground of the paucity of references to Ḥanat in the Mari texts, and partly because of its distance from Mari. However, considering the nomadic nature of the Ḫaneans and the presence of Anat in the Mari pantheon, the objection is not entirely convincing.

To press the analogy further, perhaps Anat continued to be associated with mercenaries in later years. If this were the case, it might clarify the appearance of Anat in the Elephantine papyri of the Jewish military colony in Egypt. It should be noted, however, that it has been debated whether ʾanat in the papyri is a divine name or simply a noun; see J. Gray, The Legacy of Canaan (Leiden: Brill, 1965) 175. See further B. Porten, Archives from Elephantine: The Life of an Ancient Jewish Military Colony (Berkeley: University of California, 1968) 170.
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